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The problem to be addressed is one of scheduling multiprocessor tasks, some of which require 
more than one processor at a time. We extend this model by introducing uniform duo-processor 
systems consisting of pairs of processors having the same speeds. A low order polynomial-time 
algorithm for preemptive scheduling of uni- and two-processor tasks is proposed, when schedule 
length is the performance measure. 
1. Introduction 
Tasks that require for processing more than one facility at a time create a realistic 
model for scheduling in microprocessor environment. There are, for example, self- 
testing multi-microprocessor systems in which one processor is used to test others, 
or diagnostic systems in which testing signals stimulate the tested elements and their 
corresponding outputs are simultaneously analyzed [ 1,4]. The set of tasks is divided 
into k subsets T’,T2,...,Tk such that lT’l=n,, IT21=nz,...,ITk/=nk and 
nl + n2+ ..a + nk=n. Each task q E Tj requires j arbitrary processors simul- 
taneously during a period of time with length t{. All the tasks are independent 
from each other and all the processors can only be assigned one task at a time. The 
objective is to find a feasible schedule with the minimum length. 
It can be easily verified that the nonpreemptive case of our problem is NP- 
complete. For the preemptive version already some results exist. For general pro- 
cessor systems and independent multi-processor tasks with k fixed the problem can 
be solved in polynomial time using a linear programming approach. Having 
T’-tasks and Tk-tasks only in a parallel, indentical processor system, an optimal 
schedule can be constructed in O(n) time [2]. 
Here we extend the above model by considering the problem of scheduling 
T’-tasks and T2-tasks on a uniform duo-processor system. By the latter we under- 
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stand the set of uniform processors consisting of pairs of processors of the same 
speeds (Si=S;+l, i= 1,3,5, . . . . m - 1). In the paper we present a low order poly- 
nomial algorithm for preemptive scheduling Tr- and T2-tasks (referred to as 
T-tasks and W-tasks, respectively) on the above processor system. Processing re- 
quirements of T-tasks are given as a vector of standard processing times (on the 
slowest processor) t= [t,, t2, . . . , t,,], and processing requirements of W-tasks are 
given as a vector of standard processing times (on the slowest duo-processor) iit= 
[WI, w2, a.-, w,,l. 
2. Problem solution 
For scheduling independent W- and T-tasks on a uniform duo-processor system 
a lower bound for the schedule length can be calculated by considering two relaxed 
versions of the problem: 
(1) W-tasks only and 
(2) W- and T-tasks where each W-task will be treated as two independent T-tasks 
with identical processing times for each of them. 
Let the set of duo-processors be ordered by nonincreasing speed factors with 
s,=s~>-~~=s~~~~~Ls,_~=s, and +mEZ’. Let the set of tasks for problem (1) 
and (2) respectively be ordered according to nonincreasing processing times. The 
schedule lengths for problems (1) and (2) are given by 
The above formulae follow standard uni-processor task scheduling approaches 
[5]. Clearly C = max{ C(l), C(2)) is a lower bound for our original problem and thus 
c,,, 2 c. 
Let the processing capacity of each processor in the interval [0, C] before schedul- 
ing any task be defined by PCi=SiC. We start with scheduling the set of W-tasks 
according to nonincreasing order of processing times by considering only the pro- 
cessor set P = { P2i 1 i = 1 , . . . , +m}. After the assignment of the first task set we 
schedule the set of T-tasks again in a nonincreasing order of processing times on 
the processor set P = (Pi 1 i = 1, . . . , m) taking into account the resulting assignment 
pattern from scheduling all W-tasks. 
According to the following conditions the scheduling algorithm makes ap- 
propriate use of the following rules [5,6,7]. For the ease of the notation we will 
denote the processing requirement of each task by tj since when the algorithm is 
applied to W-tasks we will treat these tasks as T-tasks to be scheduled on +rn pro- 
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cessors. At each stage of the algorithm, the processors will be ordered according to 
nonincreasing values PC, (note that initially, this order coincides with the order of 
nonincreasing processing speeds). 
The first phase of the algorithm consists in applying as long as possible the 
following Rules 1 and 2. Suppose we have to schedule q and we are considering 
the first Pk for which PC&> tj, 
If condition tj = PC/, holds, then apply Rule 1: 
Rule 1. Schedule task q on processor Pk such that the interval [O, C] is completely 
filled with q. PCk : = 0 and renumber the processor set according to nonincreasing 
processing capacities. 
If condition PCk > tj > PCk+ 1 holds, then apply Rule 2: 
Rule 2. Calculate the time u such that q is scheduled completely in the intervals 
[O, U] on processor Pk and [u, C] on processor Pk+ I. Combine processors Pk and 
Pk+ 1 to a composite Pk with PCI, : = PC, + PCk+ I - tj . PCk+ t : = 0 and renumber 
the processor set according to nonincreasing processing capacities. 
When Rules 1 and 2 can no longer be applied, then we are necessarily in one of 
the following cases (unless tj > PC, and no feasible schedule of length C exists): 
(a) tj<PC, with either k=m or PCk+i= ... =PC,=O (i.e., the processing re- 
quirements of q will not entirely fill the smallest positive remaining capacity of a 
single processor); 
(b) PC,_, > tj > PCk and no u (as in Rule 2) can be found. This case can occur 
only if Rule 3 has already been applied: processors are then loaded in some time in- 
tervals in [O, C]. 
Then we apply the following: 
Rule 3. Schedule task q and remaining tasks in any order in the remaining free 
processing intervals from left to right starting with processor Pk and only use a 
processor Pi < Pk if Pi+ 1 is completely filled. 
From [6,7] we know that a feasible schedule exists iff ~~=, PC,2 C,“=i tj for 
g=l , . . . , m - 1 and Cy! 1 PC, 2 CT= 1 tj. Rules l-3 applied to tasks scheduled in the 
order of nonincreasing processing times do not disturb (change) these inequalities. 
Having calculated the lower bound C for our problem we start with the ordered 
set of W-tasks and schedule them in the interval [0, C] on $rr processors using the 
above rules. As C 1 C(1) we know that a feasible schedule for the set of W-tasks 
must exist. It remains to show that the remaining T-tasks can be scheduled feasibly 
and if not no feasible schedule for the given problem instance with schedule length 
C will exist. 
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Fig. 1. 
Let us consider the following example problem. 
Example. nr=3, nz=2, t=[16,16,2], w=[16,7], s,=s2=sj=sq=2, s,=sg=l, 
C(l)=8, C(2) =8, C=8. We obtain the schedule of Fig. 1 with Rules l-3. We see 
that T3 cannot be scheduled feasibly. 
From the calculation of C(2) we know that there is enough processing capacity 
in the interval [0, C] to schedule all the tasks on the given set of processors. In case 
of infeasibility it might happen that the length of some T-task will prevent the con- 
struction of a feasible schedule. To check this we calculate the processing capacities 
in the interval [0, C] for the remaining processor system after scheduling the set of 
W-tasks. Let PC; be the remaining processing capacity of an original or composite 
processor i in the interval [0, C] after the assignment of all W-tasks following the 
above rules. Remember that these processors are ordered according to nonincreas- 
ing remaining processing capacities. 
From [6,7] we know that a feasible schedule for our problem exists if and only if 
and that we can construct it by applying Rules l-3 to the set of T-tasks using the 
resulting processor system from the assignment of the W-tasks. Now assume that 
no feasible schedule can be found. First we will show that no other assignment of 
the set of W-tasks than this generated by Rules l-3 can achieve feasibility for the 
set of T-tasks. Let pew be the remaining processing capacity of processor i in any 
feasible W-task schedule. 
Claim 1. Using Rules l-3 we can always guarantee that 
$rPCYzjflPcY forq= l,..., m. 
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Proof. Using the above rules we schedule the set of W-tasks one by one. Having 
selected the first task Wj, assume we are using Rule 1 or 2. Let k be the index such 
that PCk > Wj 2 PCk+ 1; then the composite processor has a remaining processing 
capacity which satisfies PCk+2 5 PCk + PCk+ 1 - Wj I PCk_, and no reordering of 
the processors is necessary. 
On the other hand, if we combine Pi and P, (i< 1) we will have PC,+ PC/- 
Wj< PC, since PC,< Wj. Let r be the new index of the composite processor after 
reordering; then we will have CL= 1 pci< CT=, PC,. In general Pi or P, could be any 
feasible composition of processors other than Pk and Pk+l. Important is that some 
PCi has been used. From Rule 3, the conclusion is immediate. 
After scheduling Wj we have the problem to schedule n - 1 W-tasks on m - 1 pro- 
cessors (Wj was scheduled by applying Rule 1 or 2) or on m processors (Wj was 
scheduled by applying Rule 3). For the next W-task to be scheduled the same argu- 
ment applies. Induction over number of tasks proves the claim. 0 
Assume that the original set of processors is now transformed into a set where 
composite processors created in the assignment of W-tasks also appear. Partially 
filled and empty processors have been combined to composite totally filled and 
totally empty ones, with speed factors specified for certain intervals. After the ap- 
plication of Rules l-3 to the set of W-tasks, the original processor system can be 
separated into two parts P” and PL (possibly empty). The upper part P” consists 
of processors P,, . . . , Px_l such that all W-tasks which are scheduled on P” (if there 
are any), now denoted by W”, are assigned according to Rules 1 or 2. Px_2 and 
Pxp 1 do not process W-tasks at all in the whole time interval [O, C] (it is the slowest 
completely free duo-processor in the processor system). The lower part PL consists 
of processors P,, . . . , P, where each of them is assigned to at least one W-task. 
There are no free processors in PL excluding at most one pair Py , Py+l free only 
in certain time interval [r, C]. W-tasks in the latter part of the schedule will now be 
denoted by WL (see Fig. 2). 
Let the transformed processor system now be numbered by 1, . . . , m according to 
nonincreasing processing capacities. If we order all these processors according to 
nonincreasing remaining processing capacities PC,?, then there exists a feasible 
schedule for the ordered set of T-tasks, if and only if Cf=‘=, PCW? Cjg=r tj for 
g=l , .*a, m - 1 and EYE 1 PCWr EyEI tj. With the result of Claim 1 it can be con- 
cluded that if there is no feasible schedule for the set of T-tasks after scheduling all 
W-tasks according to Rules l-3, then also no assignment of the set of W-tasks could 
result in a feasible schedule in [O, C] for both task types. 
In case of infeasibility there will be one task q which causes dead processing 
capacity (DP) as it is defined in [3]. This fact is caused by the following situation 
(without loss of generality see Fig. 2). Processors P,, . . . , P,,, are completely (or par- 
tially) filled by W-tasks. T* is causing some DP on processor P,+r with y + 1 L 
x + 1. The set of WL-tasks assigned to processors P,, . . . , P, is forming what we call 
a nose of length r on processors Py and P,+l. Please note that there can be at most 
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W” - tasks assigned by rules 1 + 2 
wL-tasks T * 
DP 
WL - tasks 
Fig. 2. 
one nose in the processor system. (If DP is caused by T* and some associated W- 
task assigned by Rule 2, then the following reasoning does not change, except that 
when calculating the new schedule length one does not take into account the pro- 
cessors below the one to which T* has been assigned.) 
Claim 2. If there is no feasible schedule for the set of T-tasks, i.e., DP > 0, then 
we have to lengthen our schedule by at least 
6=DP 
Proof. Consider any schedule of W-tasks which gives a certain dead processing 
capacity DP; then there exists a schedule of the type constructed by Rules l-3 for 
which the dead processing is not larger than DP according to Claim 1. Let E be the 
minimum amount of time by which we have to lengthen the schedule to find the 
feasible assignment for our task set. Clearly E >DP/ x7!, Si since assigning E to 
P x, . . . , P,,, of PL results only in additional processing capacity on P,, . . . , Pm of 
+E Cy!“=, Sifrom rescheduling all WL-tasks and at most E CFl; Si on P,, . . . . Px_l of 
P” from rescheduling all T-tasks and the remaining W”-tasks if there are any. So 
c=DP/ Cy!, Si is not sufficient to schedule DP feasibly. 
Assigning the (m -x + 1) smallest speeds i to introduced I intervals of processors 
P x, . . . , Pm will always give a value CY= I x _SSi+ CTi; Si which is never smaller 
than that of any other arrangement of speed assignments. So E satisfies &?a= 
DP/( CFi; Si+ CT!, +Si). 0 
Now one of the following two cases will happen. We will find 
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(a) a feasible schedule having length C,, = C+ 6 and we are done, or 
(b) that there is no feasible schedule with length C+6 and we have to lengthen 
the schedule at least one more time. 
Lemma 1. After lengthening the schedule by 6 there exists a feasible assignment for 
our task set if and only if there is no nose created on the original P”-system after 
rescheduling ail W-tasks. 
Proof. First consider the case, where no nose is induced on P”. We will show that 
a schedule can be found in C+6 time units. By rescheduling all WL-tasks we will 
create additional free processing capacity on PL of +S Cy!, si from which we know 
already that this is not sufficient to schedule DP feasibly. On the other hand we also 
create additional idle time dDP by this arrangement with dDP = 38 Cy!, si. What 
we still have to assign is DP -dDP which we have to schedule on P”. We will now 
show that this is possible. To see this consider the following arrangement. After 
rescheduling all WL-tasks we will have a pair of processors P,, P,,, with frx 
where again a nose is formed in an interval [0, q]. We know that all processors of 
P” are completely filled with tasks in [0, q] because otherwise DP could have been 
decreased. Now it might happen that the task T* which is causing DP is also 
scheduled on P” using some of the processing capacity of some of these pro- 
cessors. If so, we want to assume without loss of generality that T* is also present 
in the interval [0, z] with 0 I z < q. Now we restrict our investigation to the interval 
[z, q] in the upper part of the schedule, which we treat now as the [z, q]-problem (see 
Fig. 3). Here we have a processor set P[z*ql with processing capacities PCpql, task 
sets TLzyql and W[zpql with processing requirements tyqls tj and rvpql~ Wj. In 
addition to TLz*ql we also have to schedule task T* with processing requirement 
tpql = DP -dDP =6 CTL: Si in [z, q]. We know that if we can find a feasible 
--- 
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schedule for our [z,q]-problem, we also have a feasible schedule for the general 
problem. Task sets Tlz,ql and W[z’ql could already be scheduled feasibly, but 
j$, (~~ql+zv.:‘.ul)+r~ql-:F: PCFql = DP-dDP. 
Now we increase the processing capacity of each processor Pi E P’z,ql by 6Si with 
i=l , . . ..x-1 and from this we get 
X-l 
c PC!Z’41 = i (t~L41+2WIz,ql)+f[z,ql 
i=l ’ j=l J J * * 
All processors of P[z,ql were completely filled with W-tasks and T-tasks before 
lengthening the [z,q]-schedule by 6. We have assumed that there exists an assign- 
ment of W-tasks on P” without creating the nose on these processors. From that 
we know that all WIZ,ql-tasks can also be scheduled in [z, q] without inducing noses. 
So we gain free processing capacity of 6 C:I: si on Ppql to schedule the remaining 
T’z2q1-tasks and T* with tk q1 feasibly in [z, q]. Thus with lengthening makespan by 
6 we fulfil the inequalities cf= 1 PC72 C:= 1 tJ for g = 1, . . . , m - 1 and Cy! 1 PC”? 
Cs=, tj and the above schedule can be converted into a schedule generated by 
Rules l-3. 
Now consider the case, where the nose is induced on P” after rescheduling all 
W-tasks. A nose on P” after lengthening the schedule always causes additional idle 
time on this part of the processor system which cannot be used for T-task schedul- 
ing. This can be seen as follows: Additional processing capacity has been created 
(for task T*); its volume is sufficient, but it is located on several processors 
simultaneously, hence it cannot be entirely used for T*. New PL and P” system is 
formed, P” has less processors than previously and PL has more. On new PL we 
gain only half of the processing capacity growth to schedule DP-dDP. Since some 
of the PI, . . . , Px_l processors belong now to the new PL we gain less than expected 
DP - dDP = 6 Cr:; si. Let Tk = T*; here we have a total processing requirement of 
tasks T,, . . . . Tk which is larger than the total processing capacity in [z, q] of the first 
k processors in the order of nonincreasing processing capacity. So it is not sufficient 
to schedule the set of T-tasks feasibly on the base of the schedule of W-tasks con- 
structed previously. It follows from Claim 1 that also no other schedule of W-tasks 
could give a global schedule in C+ 6 time units. 0 
So at each time a nose is induced on P” after lengthening the schedule by 6 we 
have to increase the schedule length once again. Not more than +(x - 3) < m W-tasks 
exists on P”. If a nose occurs on P” one of these W-tasks must be responsible for 
this situation. After that, we have a new PL and P” system with at most 3(x- 3) - 1 
W-tasks, and so on. Thus after the first task assignment a new nose on P” does 
not occur more than m times. 
The algorithm to solve our scheduling problem can now be formulated. 
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Fig. 4. 
ALGORITHM 1 
Step 1. Calculate C 
Step 2. Schedule all W- and T-tasks using Rules l-3 in [0, C]. 
if feasible schedule exists 
then STOP 
else call Step 3 
Step 3. Calculate 6, C:= C+ 6 and call Step 2 
Calculating the lower bound needs O(n log n) time. The application of Rules l-3 
has time complexity O(n) and the inner loop of the algorithm will be carried out less 
than m times. So we have a total time complexity of O(mn + n log n) to solve our 
problem and of O(mn) for constructing an optimal schedule. 
Finally, let us go back to the example of Fig. 1. We have already gone through 
Steps 1 and 2, and no feasible schedule could be found. We go to Step 3 and com- 
pute: DP = 1, 6 = l/7; then going to Step 2 we get the schedule given in Fig. 4. It 
is feasible. 
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